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Details of Visit:

Author: The Happy Punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 3 Mar 2014 15:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: £250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.selinajones.com
Phone: 07789583422

The Premises:

A lovely flat situated in a safe yet busy part of Liverpool City Centre. Great for parking and ease of
access.

Selina gave great directions and finding the venue/location was easy - not a bother - in fact, she
was so sweet and kind she guided me in rather like air traffic control!

I have wanted to see Selina for some time now and seized the day as a window of opportunity
presented itself perfectly in early March as I was at a meeting in the city where she was touring.

I quick exchange of emails, a brief chat on the phone, and before I knew it, Selina gave was giving
me directions guiding me to her flat in rather like air traffic control! .

Selina is in her prime - very very pretty face, elegant, kind of gives off that sexual knowing and
confidence which I love - happy in her own skin (and she has lovely skin) and come to bed eyes!!

The Story

I love the way PN invite 'The Story' - well no novel from me, just simply to say this.

I have been very fortunate in my 'punting career' to have met some outstanding and quite wonderful
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women - Selina was no exception and completely top drawer, fantastic.

Selina is a must see in my book. She is gorgeous, very sensual, warm, friendly and super relaxed
and calm.

She is also great craic, very easy to get on with and how can I say this, you just know you are
literally in the hands of a woman who is great at the art of giving a man the time of his life.

Well that is just what I had - I have written quite a few reviews now and I figure if you are reading
this you know the kinds of things consenting adults gets up in such a liason so I am deliberately
going to spare you the details.

Yeah yeah I know detail is important and all of that but hey come on - we got on like a house on fire
- and everything that I enjoy was easily and effortlessly made available in a delicious and delightful
way.

Selina is very versatile in that switch kind of way - which if I may so, so can I, so we just seemed to
click and enjoy each others company and energy.

I had a great time - I would see her again at the drop of a hat and since writing this review I have - I
am looking forward to getting to know her - we are going to have a lot of fun - you will to if you are
lucky enough, as I was, to see her.

http://www.selinajones.com/home.html

A lovely flat situated in a safe yet busy part of Liverpool City Centre. Great for parking and ease of
access.

Selina gave great directions and finding the venue/location was easy - not a bother - in fact, she
was so sweet and kind she guided me in rather like air traffic control!
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The Lady:

I have wanted to see Selina for some time now and seized the day as a window of opportunity
presented itself perfectly in early March as I was at a meeting in the city where she was touring.

A quick exchange of emails, a brief chat on the phone, and before I knew it, Selina gave was giving
me directions guiding me to her flat in rather like air traffic control! .

Selina is in her prime - very very pretty face, elegant, kind of gives off that sexual knowing and
confidence which I love - happy in her own skin (and she has lovely skin) and come to bed eyes!!

The Story:

I have been very fortunate in my 'punting career' so far to have met some outstanding and quite
wonderful women - Selina was no exception and completely top drawer, fantastic. Makes you proud
that it is possible to meet and enjoy the company of such a beautiful woman in every way.

Selina is a must see in my book. She is gorgeous, very sensual, warm, friendly and super relaxed
and calm.

I think she belongs to a 'school' or way of approaching her noble profession in a way which makes
us men feel like we are kings - of course, deep down we know we are no love gods, Cassanovas or
Don Juan's but my God, does the fantasy feel great. :)

If you enjoy good conversation and meeting with a woman who can combine a whole host of social
and bedroom schools then truly you have died and gone to heaven when you meet Selina.

Well that is how I felt - indulged, cared for, respected and with someone who simply wanted me to
enjoy myself.

I will confess that I am a bit kinky in that I really enjoy the craic, a good laugh, I never take it to
seriously, I understand and appreciate the rules/boundaries and I reckon this is why I have such a
good time. Selina is just this - great fun, enjoys conversation, very intelligent and a lovely seductive
voice - I loved her voice. Wow!

Selina is let me assure you very easy to get on with and how can I say this, well you just know you
are literally in the hands of a woman who is great at the art of giving a man the time of his life.

Well that is just what I had - I have written quite a few reviews in the past and I figure if you are
reading this you know the kinds of things consenting adults gets up in such a liason so I am
deliberately going to spare you the details. Trust me, it would be impossible to be disappointed.

Yeah yeah I know detail is important and all of that but hey come on - we got on like a house on fire
- and everything that I enjoy was easily and effortlessly made available in a delicious and delightful
way.

Selina is very versatile in that switch kind of way - which if I may so, so am I, so we just seemed to
click and enjoy each others company and energy.
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Things came to a lovely conclusion - I am hesitant to bore you with these details - well if you must
know - missionary - I am a wholly fully and committed missionary man - affords me everything I am
seeking and more!!!

I had a great time - I would see her again at the drop of a hat and since writing this review I have - I
am looking forward to getting to know this wonderful woman - we are going to have a lot of fun -
trust me you will to if you are lucky enough, as I was, to see her.
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